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<thead>
<tr>
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</table>
| 1. Kyle Rogers  
2. Mendy Williams  
3. Ann Dunkin  
4. Charles Boho |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAGE 331</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Greer Johnson  
2. Reginald D. Clark  
3. John R. Smith  
4. Darrell W. Ray  
5. Anthony C. Ferry  
6. Kenneth Sartor  
7. Douglas Bryant III  
8. Alton Hornsby III  
9. Guy Primas  
10. Dale Wilson  
11.  
12. Heyward Singleterry  
13. Christopher Samard  
14. Renee Saunders  
15.  
16. Wayne Copeland  
17. Dwight Pullen  
18. Joseph King  
19. Yolanda  
20. Jeffrey Murray  
21. Kevin Jones  
22. Samuel Collins  
23. Trevor Moore |
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<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Paul Brown  
2. Lori DeMrechant  
3. Phil Garner  
4. Liz Hall  
5. Michelle Black  
6. Dave Warner  
7. Liz Harris  
8. Cynthia Robbins  
9. Susan Davis  
10. Mark Stevens  
11. David Mace  
12. Garrett deVires  
13. Shaw Lekey  
14. Jerry Morton  
15. Todd Sharp  
16. Bill Harber  
17. Alicia Love  
18. Kevin Haan  
19. Derek Kenney  
20. Taylor Solomon  
21. Rosie Rogers |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Mark Burns  
2. Jeff Roberts  
3. Paul Lomangino  
4. Scott Tripp  
5. Steve Sayovitz  
6.  
7.  
8. John Suyes  
9. Pete Jenke  
10.  
11.  
12.  
13.  
14. Bob Dale  
15.  
16. Tony Pate  
17. Mark Bourrier  
18.  
19.  |
For the Best Values in Carpet, Wood & Vinyl!

• BUILDERS •
• HOME BUYERS •
SAVE $$$
FREE SAMPLES!!
FREE DELIVERY
W/INSTALLATION

MASTER DEALER

STOCKING
CABIN CRAFTS®
CARPETS

WEAR-DATED®
CARPET

"Carpet with locked-in stain protection."

"Excellent reputation for service, honesty and value!"
SAME LOCATION & OWNER SINCE 1971

MAJOR CARPETS, INC.
JOHN OR JEAN O'NEAL
P.O. BOX 212
DALTON, GA 30722-0212

Open: M-F: 9-5, Sat: 9-1
3018 N. DUG GAP RD., S.W.
DALTON, GEORGIA

FREE B. CHORE • SAVE 60% • MOST BRANDS
**VOLVO**
Specializing in Volvo Repairs

**Buford Highway Body Shop**
4317 Buford Hwy.
Chamblee, Ga. 30341

404-325-5305

**CAPITAL-ATLANTA, INC.**
Construction Co.

Gerald A. O'Connor
President

2740 Bert Adams Road, N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30330

Business 404-436-0192

**Computer Temps** specializes in placing experts in all levels of:
- Word Processing (All Software Systems)
- Data Processing and Data Entry
- Database, Spreadsheet and Accounting
- Programming, Contract Programming
- Technical Support, Technical Writing
- Corporate Training and Consulting
- Local Area Network Communications
- Software Installation System Backups
- Printer Configuration, Data Recovery

1252 W. Peachtree Street, N.E., Suite 415, Atlanta, GA 30309; 892-8367
(Across from the Marta Arts Center Station and The IBM Tower)
Temporary and Permanent Positions in Atlanta's Most Prestigious Companies

**THOMAS C. CHAMBERS, III**
P.O. Box 536 — 206 N. Church Street
Homerville, Georgia 31634
(912) 487-5241 or 285-9540

Waycross Office
Federal Building
Suite 135

**HunterDouglas**

Hunter Douglas
Architectural Products, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois
800-366-4327
312-369-5751 (office)
312-369-5772 (FAX)

**Capital-Atlanta, Inc.**

Gerald A. O'Connor
President

2740 Bert Adams Road, N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30330

Business 404-436-0192

**You Do Have A Choice.**

Fulton Federal
The People's Choice
For over 60 years we've been providing Georgians everything from mortgage loans to checking accounts.

Convenient Locations throughout Atlanta 249-7000

**The MEATS and The MEATETTES...**

The End of the Epoch,
March 18, 1989.

Farewell.
PEACHTREE OFFICE PRODUCTS
Computer Service & Maintenance

1952 Howell Mill Rd., N.W., Suite 6, Atlanta, GA 30318

PENSION SERVICES
QUALIFIED PLANS SERVICES, INC.
DIVERSIFIED PENSION SERVICES, INC.

3826 Peachtree Rd., N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30319
404/231-3644

Hickson Corporation
Helping to build the Southeast

W. R. TOOLE ENGINEERS, INC.
ENGINEERING • CONSULTING
SURVEYING

INDUSTRIAL METAL FABRICATORS, INC.
SHEET METAL—MACHINE WORK—CUSTOM MACHINERY
7007 FLAT ROCK ROAD
PHONE (404) 561-1415 • P.O. BOX 7066 • COLUMBUS, GA. 31908

THE NEWEST DIVISION OF MEAD CORPORATION
TO COME TO ATLANTA WELCOMES THIS CHANCE TO SUPPORT THE GEORGIA TECH COMMUNITY
1. William O. Putnam
2. Rayn G. Woodard
3. Susan L. Whitmire
4. Barry E. Tolnas
5. Mathew K. Juge
6. Joel E. Davis
7. Mathew Todd Smith
8. Henry DeGrazia
9. Jim Martin
10. Carl Anderson
11. Wes E. Slaymaker
12. Bob Tarpley
13. Richard D. Taylor
14. Jose L. Pino
15. Joseph M. Knoerle
16. Roy Coffman
17. Kathryn D. Eudy
18. Chrisy C. Kelley
19. Jennifer Briggs
20. Richard S. Wallace
21. Mark McDonald
22. Elizabeth A. Baker
23. Jolinda C. Smith
24. William Miller Templeton

1. Alex Pincus
2. Chris Gay
3. Rich Hall
4.
5.
6. Billy Rhodes
7. Russ Roe
8. Doug Boyd
9. Bill Scott
10. Mark Swinson
11. Brent Kandetzki
12. Diane Wahking

1. Steve Shepard
2. Dwight Blair
3. Steve Sebastian
4. Paul Davis
5. Phil Rush
6. Ron Kraynick
7. Shahid Javed
8. Jennifer Koski
9. Hoang Pham
10. Vongseng Lienxengmay
11. Craig Campbell
12. Chip Carter
13. Rob Frengel

1. Greg Timmons
2. John Hatcher
3. Meg Jackson
4. Jeff Dillon
5. Kathryn Thomas
6. Michele Kendrix
7. Janice Dodson
8. Marilyn Horky
9. Janice Steiner
10. Leslie Peterson

1. ORGT
2. PARACHUTE CLUB
3. PI TAU SIGMA
4. PRESBYTERIAN CENTER
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers

Serving the public since 1894 as a professional development resource for those engaged in the field of environmental control.

For information contact:
ASHRAE International Headquarters
1791 Tullie Circle, N.E
Atlanta, Georgia 30329
404/636-8400

HARRISON AND SPENCER, INC.
Mechanical & Electrical Consulting Engineers

1470 RIVEREDGE PARKWAY, NW,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328
(404) 952-5746

FRED T. GILLESPIE & ASSOCIATES
Brokers for Life and Health

Fred T. Gillespie
404/256-4047

146 Hilderbrand Avenue
P.O. Box 720199
Atlanta, Georgia 30358

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC AUTHORITY OF GEORGIA
Providing low-cost, dependable electric energy to 48 Georgia communities.

1470 RIVEREDGE PARKWAY, NW,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328
(404) 952-5445

newbanks & company
Inspection — construction consultants

P.O. BOX 29601
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30359
404/455-3820

HARRISON AND SPENCER, INC.
Mechanical & Electrical Consulting Engineers

John D. Harrison, P.E.
1. Dan Westbrook  
2. Marshall Hunter  
3. Thomas Barnett  
4. Lynn Dobson  
5. Bo Reddic  
6. Mel Johnson  
7. Suadra Donnaley  
8. John Hull  
9. Phil Garner  
10. Chuck Davenport  
11. Mary Ann Mann  
12. Chris Causey  
13. Ernie Sizemore  
14. Derrick Davenport  
15. Steve Powell  
16. Andy Hulie  
17. Nancy Mueller  
18. Judy Kinney  
19. Troy Devoe  
20. Kelli Crawford  
21. Paige Bingham  
22. Jeff Morris  
23. Kathleen Vernon  
24. Jim Grant  
25. Vince Jackson  
26. Andy Swikeper  
27. Michael Pousney  
28. Allison Hixon  
29. Stephanie Roberts  
30. Maxon Woods  
31. Michelle Reece  
32. Tammy Manders  
33. David Barta  
34. Carol Fuller  
35. Debra Bier, president  
36. Linda Morgan  
37. Jackie Frame  
38. Ruth Ann Krempasky  
39. Elizabeth Erkmann  
40. Rachel  
41. Jody Greene  
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1. Chris Williams  
2. Pete Belle  
3. Kevin Green Gaw  
4. Mike Torch  
5. Johnba Coffin  
6. Tom C. Mowe  
7. Jerry Bone  
8. Derek Smid  
9. Eddy Quid  
10. Scott Wylie  
11. Jimmy O'Brien  
12. Ted Rollins  
13. Jason Chedidatoir  
14. Fred Godbee  
15. Chris Spencer  
16. Mike McNale  
17. Eddy Sizemore  
18. David Blone  
19. Donnie Bloodworth  
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RAMBLIN RECK  
RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB  
SCUBA JACKETS  
MEN'S SOCCER
ONLINE FINANCIAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

400 PERIMETER CENTRE TERR. SUITE 500
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Sun Microsystems says....
"Thanks for the Bizz Buzz!
In Atlanta call 392-6040

National Windows
BIRMINGHAM • ATLANTA
“The Choice Is Clear”

DON'T BUY SOFTWARE
UNTIL WE HELP YOU SELECT THE RIGHT SYSTEM, AND AVOID COSTLY MISTAKES.

- FRIENDLY, PERSONALIZED SERVICE AND FREE DEMOS
- 30 DAY RETURNS FOR ANY REASON
- LOW PRICES THROUGH NATIONWIDE BUYING
- LARGE SELECTION AND SPECIAL ORDERS
- INSTALLATION, TRAINING & CONSULTATION AVAILABLE

LEADING BRANDS OF:
SOFTWARE
COMPUTERS
PRINTERS
ACCESSORIES

Lotus, MICROSOFT, Ashton-Tate

6TH YEAR IN ATLANTA

257-1833

At Computer Task Group, we are committed to the future. Each year we invest over $6 million in our corporate and local educational programs to keep our staff on the leading edge of technology.

CTG encourages fresh and innovative ideas to designing and enhancing applications/systems software through a network of over 60 offices worldwide.

Excellent career opportunities exist for experienced Programmers, Programmers/Analysts, and Systems Analysts who thrive on challenge and diversity.

If you would like to become part of an innovative team of professionals, send your resume to: COMPUTER TASK GROUP, 100 Colony Square, Atlanta, GA 30361. Equal Opportunity Employer

MAKE CTG YOUR NEXT STEP
Sangamo Electricity Division

ELECTRONIC AND SOFTWARE
DESIGN ENGINEERS
Additional openings in Marketing/Sales Engineering

Locations in Atlanta, GA; West Union, S.C.; and Toronto, Canada. To see if you qualify, send complete resume to:

Personnel Mgr.
Schlumberger Industries
Sangamo Electricity Division
180 Technology Parkway
Norcross, GA 30092

Sign up for on-campus interview at Fred W. Ajax Placement Center

Atlanta's new leader in defense electronic systems salutes the best in the business — engineers from Georgia Tech!

CROSS SYSTEMS, INC.
8601 Dunwoody Place
Building 100
Atlanta, GA 30350
(404) 998-8585

ALL BMW'S ARE CREATED EQUAL.
THEN IT'S EVERY DEALER FOR HIMSELF.

To have the distinction of being the #1 BMW Dealer, it takes more than just having the best price, or the best service, or the most experience, or having the largest selection of BMW's, or having the most convenient location, or being the oldest, or being the largest, or being the #1 BMW dealer in total customer satisfaction, or having sold more BMW's than any other dealer. It takes ALL of the above to make Global Imports the #1 BMW Dealer.

Global Imports
440 Interstate North Parkway / Atlanta / 951-1119

TUSCARORA PLASTICS, INC.
1830 Rockdale Industrial Blvd., Conyers, GA 30207-3940
National Starch & Chemical Corporation is a Fortune 300 company with over 100 manufacturing and customer service centers in more than 20 countries around the world. We produce some of the world’s highest quality adhesives, specialty chemicals, resins and specialty food starches, and we have enjoyed uninterrupted sales growth for over 50 years.

For career opportunities please contact:
Carol Dedrick, Employment Manager
Worldwide Headquarters Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807

A Word from Our President...

Peachtree Software has set a standard for excellence by offering a superior product at a reasonable price. It is this commitment to quality and value that has made our name the first name in accounting software. I graduated from Tech myself, and therefore can confidently say that Georgia Tech adheres to the same high standards. I would like to personally salute the students and 1989 graduates of Georgia Tech for their hard work and outstanding effort. Keep up the good work!

Bill Goodhew
IM ’61

Peachtree Software
4355 Shackleford Road
Norcross, Georgia 30093
(404) 564-5800
CAMPUS TOURS

1. Clif Perry
2. Lauree Britt
3. Mike Stiglitz
4. Joe Thrash
5. Scott Veryl
6. Carolyn Harings
7. Lisa Sellers
8. Jeff Oslick
9. David Stuber
10. Bob McNeil
11. Becky Castleberry

VIETNAMESE

1. Lai Hoang
2. Baoky Vu
3. Hong Hoang
4. Hong Le
5. Truong Van
6. Vu Q. Le
7. Thong Nguyen
8. Nhan Hoang
9. Duy Trang Tran
10. Nam-Anh Pham
11. Khanh Hoang
12. Dung Doan
13. Lynda Tu Tran
14. Phu Doan
15. Thao Phuong Vo
16. Kim-Anh Vu
17. Linh Le

VOLLEYBALL CLUB

1. Bunny Lowery
2. Mike Mitten
3. Beth Seltler
4. Ashley Slappy
5.
6. Maria Schmidt
7. Scott Miller
8. Steve Bowling
9. Robert Hardwick
10.
11. Christine
12. Rob Gibson
13. Peter
14.
15. Stephen Sisk
16. Ann Marie Thomas
17. Dave Slusher
18. Steve Pink
19. Henry Strickland
20. Angie Fox
21.
22. Talley Mulligan
23. Derek Riley
24. Dave Piper
25. Pete Rentz

WREK

26. Kelly O'Quinn
27. Thomas Peake
28. Chad Stogner
29. Kathryn Day
30. Stephen Nilsen
31. Allen Hooper
Bright Thinkers Give Us Our Real Power

Picture Yourself Among The Industry Leading Team of Professionals at Georgia Power.

While the present-day Georgia Power Company was started in the mid-'20s, forerunner companies go back roughly a century. With a sound history of service and a progressive set of values, Georgia Power has moved more and more toward a team management approach involving employees at all levels in the decision-making process.

Although many areas of the country are experiencing a dramatic slowing in population growth, the opposite is true for Georgia, a manufacturing leader, the transportation hub, a major distribution point, and the financial center for the Southeast.

We offer new graduates the chance to learn and grow within the framework of one of the most rapidly changing industries in the world. We think that with trained, perceptive professionals who are motivated by the challenges of producing today's power, we can meet the energy needs of tomorrow. The technical nature of our business provides a diverse range of career opportunities for graduates in:

- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Nuclear Engineering

Who have interest or experience in:

- Nuclear and Fossil Power Generation
- Transmission and Distribution
- Telecommunications
- Residential, Commercial & Industrial Marketing
- Systems Operations

An Equal Opportunity Employer
With a C&S Instant Banking card, you have instant access to your accounts anytime, day or night at more than 160 C&S Instant Banker locations throughout Georgia. And for on-campus banking convenience, C&S has an Instant Banker located right in the student center. You'll also have access to hundreds of additional automated teller machines statewide with AVAIL and thousands nationwide with CIRRUS.

The C&S Instant Banking card...it's your very own "instant bank."

The Citizens and Southern National Bank
Member FDIC

CONGRATULATIONS to the Class of '89 from the
PIERREMONT PLAZA HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER

For quality social events and special guest room rates, (especially for TECH games!), contact us at 404-881-6000. Toll free for your convenience inside Georgia 1-800-446-1762, outside Georgia 1-800-531-6660.

Roy E. Schmidt, Inc.
290 Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr., A7
Atlanta, Georgia 30312

Best Wishes
for the future from
Habasit Belting, Inc.

Roy L. Schmidt
President

Off.: 659-8313
659-8112
Res.: 979-2639
AT THE NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, the reach of technology knows virtually no bounds. That’s because our job is to test and refine the most advanced aircraft and aircraft systems in the world. Our work begins with the very latest developments in electronics and computer science, as well as aerospace and mechanical engineering. Microprocessor systems, computer-aided design, digital flight control, communications, microwave networks, simulation technology — these are just a few of the fields in which we excel.

WHEN YOU LAUNCH YOUR CAREER at the Naval Air Test Center, you soon find that the opportunities for hands-on involvement with a wide range of projects are limitless. You work with the newest concepts and most sophisticated equipment in your field. And you enjoy the satisfaction of following your projects from start to finish, from theory in the lab to deployment in the sky.

YOU’LL BE IMPRESSED BY OUR BENEFITS, TOO, including opportunities for fully paid graduate education as well as rapid advancement. And our location in the heart of Chesapeake Bay Country promises a lifestyle that many of your peers will envy.

THE PROFESSIONAL RECRUITMENT COORDINATOR
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
NAVAL AIR STATION
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 20670
PHONE: (301)863-3746 or 863-3545

The Naval Air Test Center is an equal opportunity employer.
Congratulations, Daddy!
Now we can get a house, a dog, and a guinea pig!

Love,
Katie, Joey & Tommy
BBL Industries
Incorporated
and its entire Engineering Staff
support the academic standards
of Georgia Tech.

2935 Northeast Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30360
404/449-7740

BLUE BIRD
Blue Bird is a leading manufacturer of a complete line of school buses. Blue Bird also produces the prestigious Wanderlodge® motor home.

The Blue Bird Tradition
Quality Products • Quality People & Quality Service

For more information write or call:
Blue Bird Body Company
P.O. Box 937 • Fort Valley, Georgia 31030
(912) 825-2021

Your CHILDREN'S SAFETY Is Our Business®

GOETZE GASKET COMPANY
DIVISION OF GOETZE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1641 FORREST AVE., LAGRANGE, GEORGIA 30240

Garry P.A. Diver
President

IVEX CORPORATION

VISUAL SYSTEMS FOR SIMULATION

4357 J Park Drive, Norcross, Georgia 30093
FAX (404) 381-0622 Telex: 650314415 MCIUW
(404) 564-1148

LONG HORN STEAKS

Advertising / 533
CONGRATULATIONS

We wish you luck every step of the way.

FLEXEL, INC.
115 Perimeter Center Place
Suite 1100
Atlanta, Georgia 30346

Compatible Office Systems
And Services, Inc.
A Total Solution System Integrator Specializing in:
- Personal Computing
- Multi-Tasking; Multi-User Word Processing Solutions
- Specialized Software
- Networking
- Authorized Aldus PageMaker Dealer
- Authorized Everex Reseller
- Authorized Platinum Accounting Software Dealer
- Authorized AES/XIOS Dealer
- Service - Sales - Support

1945 The Exchange Suite 145 Atlanta, Georgia 30339
(404) 952-4606  Also in Macon, Ga & Orlando, Fla

Congratulations
to the Class of
1988 / 89

HARRISON MARQUIS TRAVEL INC.
EXCELLENCE IN TRAVEL

NORDSON CORPORATION
A world leader in design and manufacture of industrial application equipment, extends congratulations to the class of 1988!

Our success has been built on the innovative spirit of a company focused on the future, exploring new applications and striving for technological advances.

Through the contribution of talented, self motivated employees, we expect to further penetrate new markets world wide and we firmly believe the future is ours!

Again, best wishes on your continued success!

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!

BLUEPRINT YEARBOOK ADVERTISING

BY

PRESTIGE PUBLICATIONS DIVISION
Anthony Advertising Inc., Est. 1959
1517 LaVista Road, Northeast Atlanta, Georgia 30329
(404) 329-0016  1-800-241-7783

My sincerest thanks to Dean Ed Kohler and Larry Naylor for production coordination.

Billie Mathews.
In commitment. In drive. In talent. As one of the world’s largest and most progressive forces in information technology, Unisys welcomes individual initiative and encourages self-expression. In a special environment that offers high visibility and plenty of career potential. Potential that can take you to the top.

We invite you to join us in a future that promises to be as full of innovation and excitement as our past. Created in 1986 by the union of Sperry and Burroughs, we’ve not only met our expectations. We’ve exceeded them. And our comprehensive plan for accelerated future growth holds many outstanding opportunities in store for graduates with a BS/MS or PhD in Engineering or Computer Science, BS in Marketing, Accounting or Finance or MBA in Finance. Find out more. Write to: Unisys Corporation, Office of Professional Employment, Room 2A42, One Unisys Place, Detroit, MI 48232. And put your skills where they belong. At the top. With Unisys. An affirmative action employer.
Imagine the professional environment that would challenge your mind—every day. That’s what you’ll find at Michelin, an innovator in the radial tire industry respected throughout the world. Because at Michelin, we’re always searching... for new ways to improve on our product excellence, for new ways to increase our efficiency, and for new ways to gain even greater market share. We combine technology with human creativity to get the job done, and done at levels that exceed our own high standards. It’s more than challenging; it’s thought provoking. Find out for yourself.

For more information, please see your College Placement and Co-op office. Or write to:

MICHELIN TIRE
Corporate Recruiting
P.O. Box 19001
Greenville, SC 29602.
An equal opportunity employer.

JAMES W. BENSON
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
4015 WETHERBURN WAY, N.W.
BUILDING B, SUITE 100
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30092
404-446-5685

Less

Latex Equipment Sales & service, Inc.

(404)278-0272

H & L ELECTRONICS, INC.
LEON B. HALL • CLASS OF '47
J. EDWIN LEWIS • CLASS OF '59
5144 Peachtree Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
404/455-0626
Art Plumbing Company
4448 Atlanta Road, SE
MARIETTA, GA
Established 1919

Complete Sales and Service
Plumbing — Heating
Air Conditioning — Refrigeration

SECOMP COMPUTER DEPOT
SEE & COMPARE
OUR GREAT LOW EVERYDAY PRICES
ON COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, SOFTWARE,
SUPPLIES & SERVICE
1867 COBB PARKWAY
MARIETTA
980-1163

ALBERT S. MOSELY
Executive Director

GEORGIA ASPHALT PAVEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.
1000 CIRCLE 75 PARKWAY, SUITE 630
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30339

GEORGIA's Largest Dealer

NALLEY CHEVROLET
2555 Stewart Avenue
766-1661

NALLEY HONDA
2461 Stewart Avenue
761-6106

Advertising / 539
Georgia

Our Home of Quality Hospital Services

Charter Medical Corporation, the only major hospital management company headquartered in Georgia, has eleven facilities in its home state dedicated to high standards of quality patient care.

- Peachtree General Hospital
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta
- Atlanta

For more information about our unique service call or write Ron Amonds at Applied Asbestos Technology P.O. Box 93403, Atlanta, Georgia 30377 (404) 523-0022

In partnership with Hudgins & Company, Inc., Specialists in commercial building demolition and renovation.

Leaders in professional asbestos control and removal.

We offer a turn-key approach to asbestos removal, demolition and renovation for commercial buildings.

For more information about our unique service call or write Ron Amonds at Applied Asbestos Technology P.O. Box 93403, Atlanta, Georgia 30377 (404) 523-0022

Laing Properties, Inc.

5780 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. • Suite 500
Atlanta, Georgia 30342 • 404/252-6035

"All men desire knowledge."
- Aristotle

L&B Industries, Inc.
P. O. Box 69
Du Pont, Ga. 31630

South Construction Company, Inc.
P. O. Box 752
Dublin, Georgia 31040
OPPORTUNITY
A FAVORABLE COMBINATION OF CIRCUMSTANCES
A CHANCE FOR ADVANCEMENT

At Photocircuits Atlanta, opportunities abound for high energy, self-starters looking for a place to grow. Our unique training program affords recent graduates of Chemical, Mechanical, or Industrial Engineering Programs a chance to rapidly gain experience and move into positions of substantial responsibility. As a leading supplier of printed circuit boards, our fast-paced manufacturing environment provides constant stimulus and daily challenges.

For more information contact our Personnel Office.

EOE 

350 Dividend Drive
Peachtree City, Georgia 30269
Tel: (404) 487-8888

Photocircuits
Atlanta Inc.

HEERY

Heery International, Inc.
A group of design and professional service practices

- Architects
- Graphic Designers
- Construction Program Managers
- Interior Designers/Space Planners
- Energy Consultants
- Planners
- Engineers
- Strategic Facilities Planners

999 Peachtree Street, N.E. Atlanta, Georgia 30367-5401
Telephone (404) 881-9880/Telex 54 2165

Atlanta • Baltimore • Cupertino (S.F. Bay Area) • Frankfurt • Houston
London • Los Angeles • New York • Philadelphia • Sacramento • Salt Lake City • Seattle
Mathematicians, Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientists

**MYTH:** At NSA, you must choose one specialty and then stick with it.

**FACT:** NSA encourages you to diversify.

Many myths have arisen about careers at the National Security Agency. The facts, however, are these:

- **NSA has broad and challenging opportunities for MATHEMATICIANS, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, and COMPUTER SCIENTISTS.**
- **NSA opportunities allow you to diversify your experience. You can move around within the agency and try different disciplines—we'll even train you for each transition.**
- **NSA plays a key role in protecting our national security. We process foreign intelligence information... safeguard our government's communications... and secure our nation's computer systems.**
- **NSA work involves leading edge research and the latest technology. Our computer complex is among the largest in the world. Our work in communications sets the pace for the industry.**
- **NSA salaries are competitive.**
- **NSA offers much more than job security. Benefits include paid vacation and holidays, insurance options and tuition reimbursement. In addition, our employees enjoy the attractive lifestyle of the Baltimore-Washington area.**
- **NSA performs work that is critical to our nation's security. It is work you'll be proud to do.**

For more facts, or to apply, send your resume today.

**NSA. The opportunities are no secret.**

---

National Security Agency

Attn: M322
Pt. Meade, Maryland 20755-6000

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.
SED is a public company, and one of the Southeast's fastest growing wholesale distributors of personal computer products, cellular phones and office products. We are looking for enthusiastic, self-motivated, career minded people to contact potential dealers by phone. We offer a warm, friendly working environment and excellent company benefits, liberal draw vs commission, with the potential of earning $40K in your first year!

If you want a challenge and feel that you can assist us in providing top-rate sales and service, call Barry Diamond Monday - Friday, 10:00 A.M. - 5:45 P.M. to schedule an interview. In Atlanta Call 491-8962, In Georgia Call 1-800-222-6628.

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
4916 N. Royal Atlanta Dr., Tucker, Ga. 30084

Congratulations
to the
Class of '89

A Waste Management Company

Waste Management of Georgia, Inc.
Atlanta Area Landfills
1189 Henrico Road
Conley, Georgia 30027

404/361-1182
We're well connected.

For close to 100 years, Stromberg-Carlson has been earning an outstanding reputation in the telecommunications industry for products and ideas which are revolutionary.

We've become a major supplier to many of the major telephone and telecommunications companies because we're clearly their best connection to the latest developments in the industry. We're leading advancements in the areas of software development, common carrier software design, systems engineering and mechanical technology.

Our emphasis on R&D is strengthened by our family connections. As a subsidiary of GPT, one of the world's leading electronic companies, we are able to combine some of the world's most advanced research and product technologies with the proven performance of our own DCO switching system.

So any way you look at it, we've got all the right connections for engineers and other dynamic individuals who are interested in joining an industry leader. Contact us today. We'll tell you more about our innovative programs and rewarding career opportunities, as well as the generous salaries and benefits we provide.

Call or send your resume to: Stromberg-Carlson, Professional Staffing, Box GTB, 400 Rinehart Road, Lake Mary, FL 32746. We are an equal opportunity employer. M/F/H/V.

---

OUTDOOR WOOD

Welshmanized

Pressure-Treated Lumber
DEVELOPED BY

KOPPERS
CONLEY, GEORGIA
OPERATION

When you're building out of doors Insist on the wood that's guaranteed to last.

Clayton Causby Company
P.O. Box 1202
Dalton, Georgia 30720

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '89
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WYNDHAM MIDTOWN ATLANTA
A TRAMMELL CROW HOTEL
Peachtree & 10th Streets, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30309    (404) 873-4800
U.S. 800 822-4200    CANADA 800 631-4200

USED IBM & COMPAQ
Buy • Sell
Trade • Lease
Computer Traders, Inc.
980-9233
"Go Jackets"

QUALITY & VALUE FROM THE GROUND UP FOR OVER 100 YEARS.

Richard J. DeNell

ATLANTA IMPORT COLLISION CENTER
960 SPRING STREET ATLANTA, GA 30309
892-6919
For all the right reasons.

Rates. Reliability. Technology.
Accessibility.
These are the tangible reasons business and industry buy electricity from us.
Another is our people. They are bright, young and proud.
Taking shape in their minds today are the solutions for tomorrow.
Their ingenuity is our trademark.

The Reliable Choice

JACKSON
ELECTRIC MEMBERSHIP CORPORATION
We took it out of the tube

And put it on the tube.

Control Data supercomputers gave scientists their first look at the molecular dynamics of Myoglobin and the common cold virus (HRV-14). Today air-cooled ETA10 supercomputers and CYBER 910 3D graphics workstations give you a powerful combination of high-performance computing resources to simulate, analyze and visualize molecular structures and their dynamic interrelationships at unbeatable price/performance levels. Within a completely compatible UNIX* environment. To learn more, contact your local Control Data sales office.

©1988, Control Data Corporation.
*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
Official Portrait Photographer for the

1989 BLUEPRINT

and the finest Collegiate and High School Yearbooks in the State of Georgia
ASBESTOS
ABATEMENT
ASSOCIATES INC.

We're working on ways to solve tomorrow's problems.

ATLANTA, GA

Ken Peavy
Vice President - General Manager

CHATTANOOGA, TN
If you'd like to work for a company where your talent and experience can shine every day just as brightly as our warm Florida sun, look to FPL. We're the fastest growing investor-owned electric utility in America. And the fifth largest.

And the future looks even brighter and more challenging. For you, if you're the right person. Because we're looking for the brightest people we can find.

We can offer you excellent compensation and benefits, a choice of locations throughout most of Florida; and relocation assistance to make your move as smooth as possible.

Send a resume and salary history, in confidence, to College and Professional Recruitment, Dept. GT, Florida Power & Light Company, P.O. Box 029100, Miami, Florida 33102.

An equal opportunity employer M/F.
If competition, growth and opportunity are the answers, then put your degree to good use with International Software Technology.

IST is a recognized leader in on-line data entry technology with 71 of the Fortune 100 companies using our product.

We are looking for high energy self-starters willing to grow in the computer software field. There are job opportunities available in sales, marketing and technical support:

Send your resume to:

2401 Lake Park Drive
Suite 170
Atlanta, GA 30080

What's Next?

AAA Electrical Contractors & Engineers, Inc.

6371 Atlantic Blvd. Norcross, Georgia 30071
Phone 448 8814

We Value Our Ties To Georgia Tech

BENNETT, PLESS, ROBINSON, WILLET & ASSO.

consulting structural engineers

1900 century place • suite 300 • atlanta, georgia 30345 • 404/325-2000
We keep you learning. As an engineering or technical graduate, there's a good chance that Prime computers contributed to your education. The fact is, students from 1/4 of all American engineering and technical schools learn on our computers.

And as a Prime employee, you never stop learning. Working alongside project leaders, you'll take an active role in the development, marketing, or support of our general-purpose, 32-bit superminicomputers and related products.

Once you know Prime, you'll also find we give you the independence to prove yourself and move on to higher levels of responsibility. As a company providing integrated system solutions to the manufacturing, financial services, government, education, and scientific marketplaces, Prime can give you every opportunity to measure up to your potential.

If you have a degree in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, or Computer Engineering, we invite you to explore opportunities at Prime. Direct experience or course work in Microcomputing, Architectural Design, Software/Hardware Development and Design and/or familiarity with operating systems is desirable. Send your resume to: Robin Falcione, Human Resources, Prime Computer, Inc., SM&D, GT, MS10B-12, 500 Old Connecticut Path, Framingham, MA 01701.

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
Good luck to the 1988 graduates from the partnerships of Nix, Mann and Associates, Architects and Nix Mann Viehman Architects.

Healthdyne...Our name has become synonymous with innovation and unsurpassed design in medical technology. Founded in 1970, Healthdyne pioneered the development of home monitoring devices for infants susceptible to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. Today, Healthdyne continues to provide the medical field with the most advanced home care products & services. Our dedicated and creative design, engineering and marketing staffs ensure our future of exceptional corporate growth and exploration into new medical technologies.

Healthdyne is health care you can count on. For life.

Healthdyne
2250 Northwest Parkway
Marietta, Georgia 30067
(404) 955-9555

SHEET METAL
Local Union No. 85

SHEET METAL WORKERS
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
1838 Stewart Avenue, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30315
Office: 758-2689

MIKE CANNON
Business Manager
"Dedicated To America’s Health And Fitness"

The NutraSweet Company
Augusta Manufacturing Facility
P.O. Box 2387
Augusta, GA 30903

Summer internships in the energy industry

MidCon Corp. is a leading supplier of the nation's gas energy needs. Through its vast pipeline network, the company sells and delivers approximately one-sixth of the nation's total annual natural gas requirements.

Each spring we seek senior level engineers to work on summer intern assignments along our pipeline system in the midwest and south, as well as in our Houston offices and at corporate headquarters in a suburb of Chicago.

Interested?
If so, contact your university placement office or write:

Administrator, Selection and Planning
MidCon Corp.
701 East 22nd Street
Lombard, Illinois 60148

CABOT CORPORATION
6600 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30328

ENGINEERS — Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical

Cabot Corporation, Western Hemisphere. Rubber Black Division, Atlanta, Georgia, and other Southeastern and Southwestern U.S. Locations, as well as Canada and South America has engineering opportunities available for your consideration.
TOLAR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
GENERAL ACCOUNT
1279 COLLIER ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30318
352-3003

Hudgins & Company,
DESTRUCTION SPECIALISTS
640 North Avenue, N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
P. O. Box 93364
Telephone 523-5003

Engineering Professionals
Make Ben Meadows Company your Civil Engineering supplier. See why civil engineering professionals rely on Ben Meadows Company for:

- Courteous Service
- Competitive Prices
- Quick Delivery

We carry a wide range of products from such respected manufacturers as Lietz®, Lufkin®, Rolatape®, Keson®, Koh-I-Noor®, and Vemco®. We have the products you need to fill your Surveying, Marking, Soil Testing, Traffic Control, and Drafting needs.

Call or write for your copy of our complete Civil Engineering Catalog.

1-800-241-6401 (404) 455-0907
Outside Georgia In Metro Atlanta
1-800-241-3136 (404) 457-1841
In Georgia
FAX No.

Professionals Serving Professionals since 1956.

ITT RAYONIER IS A WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY IN THE FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY WITH A STRONG COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINED GROWTH. ITS PROGRAMS IN CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, COMMUNITY SERVICE AND RESEARCH ARE AMONG THE MOST ADVANCED IN THE INDUSTRY. OPPORTUNITIES EXIST FOR GRADUATES IN CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL, MECHANICAL, CIVIL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AS WELL AS BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.

ITT RAYONIER
FOREST PRODUCTS
Jesup Pulp Division
P.O. BOX 207
JESUP, GEORGIA 31545

HBO & Company,
the leading provider of Healthcare Information Services to the Hospital Industry is proud of the contributions made by its College Hires.

301 PERIMETER CENTER NORTH
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30346
404/393-6000

BRAKE-O
“We’re the people to trust with the most important part of your car”

- McPherson Strut Service
- Computer Wheel Balancing
- Fast Service
- Complete Brake Service
- Front-End Alignment
- Shock Absorbers
- Imports and Domestic Cars

Convenient to Tech Campus Northside Drive at 14th Street (at foot of Hemphill Avenue) 873-1043
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NAVIGATING THE FUTURE WITH FABRICS AND FIBERS.

With unfailing direction and firm commitment, Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company has become a leader in fiber research, producing a diverse line of fibers, yarn systems and fabrics used every day in the home and in industry.

**Carpet fibers and backings**
Amoco’s continuous filament olefin yarn system, Marquesa Lana, along with the nation’s No. 1 backing systems, ActionBac secondary and PolyBac primary, are all used in the manufacturing of America’s highest quality carpets.

**Construction fabrics**
Amoco’s complete line of woven and non-woven polypropylene fabrics, used for paving, ground stabilization, erosion control and silt fence, meet or exceed all engineering requirements.

**And more**
Amoco also provides vital ingredients for end products like wallcoverings, upholstery fabrics, disposable nonwovens and luggage, just to name a few.

So, when you look to the future, look to the leader. Look to Amoco.

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company
900 Circle 75 Pkwy./Suite 550
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
(404) 956-9025

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company makes fibers and yarn, not finished carpet. Marquesa Lana, ActionBac and PolyBac are Registered Trademarks of Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company.
NOBODY KNOWS THE VALUE OF A HIGHER EDUCATION BETTER THAN HAYES.
Best Wishes from Frank Mayo & His Staff

MAYO CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC.

Manufacturers of Textile Chemicals,
Agricultural & Water Treatment Chemicals

SEQUESTRANTS/DISPERSANTS
Polyacrylates®
Aminocarboxylates
Organophosphonates
Sodium Glucoheptonates

APPLICATIONS
Concrete Additives
Heavy Duty Alkaline Cleaning
Alkaline Bottle Washing
Metal Finishing & Aluminum Etching
Textile Processing
Fillers, Coatings & Other Pigments
Water-Based Paints
Agriculture
Ceramics
Water Treatment
Boilers & Saline Water Evaporators
Cooling Systems
Petroleum/Oil Field
Pulp & Paper

Right Place  Right Time  Right Property

LJ Hooker Developments
- Regional Malls - Industrial/Distribution Facilities - Retail Community Centers - Office Developments

USA Corporate Headquarters
1875 Century Blvd., Suite 300, Atlanta, Georgia 30345 (404) 329-0007
COMPLIMENTS OF

LANE LIMITED

Manufacturers of Luxury Tobaccos for Three Generations

2280 MOUNTAIN INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD TUCKER, GEORGIA U.S.A. 30084

Blue Circle Inc.

One Parkway Center
1850 Parkway Place
Suite 1000
Atlanta, Georgia 30067
Telephone (404) 427-8701

the name you can build on.

LUMBER • CONCRETE
BLOCK • BRICK • HOME CENTERS

WILLIAMS BROS.
934 Glenwood Avenue SE
Atlanta, Georgia 30316
(404) 627-8421
FIND OUT WHY BULLDOG IS ATLANTA'S ONLY INTELLIGENT SOURCE FOR THE VERY BEST IN DISCOUNT MICRO COMPUTER SALES, SERVICE & SELECTION!

448-1251
5865 Jimmy Carter Blvd.
135 Commerce Plaza
Norcross, GA 30071

BULLDOG
COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.

EXCELLENCE . . .
A FIRM COMMITMENT TO THOSE WHO PURSUE IT

Management consultants to America's most successful firms for over 10 years.

Winter
People Building Excitement

The Winter Construction Company
Suite 800, Live Oak Center
3475 Lenox Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30326-1232
404/237-0909

SysteCon
A COOPER S &: LYBRAND DIVISION

9800 Medlock Bridge Road • Duluth, Georgia 30136 • (404)476-4831
Opportunities for Innovation

Innovation has been a Georgia Tech tradition for more than 100 years. And for 80 years, it has been a shaping force for Kawneer Company, the world’s leading manufacturer of architectural aluminum products.

As innovator of the first glass holding metal framing system in 1906, and many product “firsts” since then, Kawneer’s architectural systems are featured on many of the world’s most recognized buildings.

Our products provide diversity of design to architects and building owners in the United States and throughout the world, where our 15 manufacturing plants are strategically located. Over four thousand employees are dedicated to innovative problem-solving, product integrity and attention to the market needs.

Kawneer Company salutes Georgia Tech, where opportunities for innovation begin.

Kawneer Corporate Headquarters — Technology Park/Atlanta
555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, GA
404/449-5555

Kawneer

The Information Source™
Post Office Box 4081
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EQUIFAX®

The Information Source™
Post Office Box 4081
Atlanta, Georgia 30302

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Over 45 Years Roofing
Experience at Your Service

Therrel-Kizer Roofing, Inc.
4990 Church Lane S.E.
Smyrna, GA 30080

Approved Roofing Contractors
Westvaco ranks in the top half of the fortune 500 and is a major producer of paper, packaging and chemicals. We have over 15,000 employees worldwide and annual sales exceeding 2 billion. For information on career opportunities with Westvaco, visit your Placement Office.

GEORGIA TECH GRADUATES

Congratulations and Good Luck

INTELLIGENT INTERFACES, INC.
P. O. Box 1486
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30086

"Hewlett Packard® Computer Peripherals That Make Sense"

Best Wishes to the
Class of 89

Sandwell Swan Wooster is a Leader in Pulp & Paper Engineering.

For career opportunities and growth, see us first.

SANDWELL SWAN WOOSTER INCORPORATED
2690 Cumberland Parkway, Suite 300
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
404/433-9336
We do the tough jobs

WELDING SERVICES INC.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA U.S.A.

Specialty welding and cutting services

Welding Services Inc.
3276 Marjan Drive
Atlanta, Ga. 30340
Telephone: (404) 452-0005

Built Better
To Last Longer.

Great Dane Trailers
P.O. Box 67
Savannah, Georgia 31402

OUR PRINCIPLES IN ACTION

Quality  Responsibility
Mutuality  Efficiency
Freedom

NORDSON CORPORATION

A world leader in design and manufacture of industrial application equipment, extends congratulations to the class of 1988!

Our success has been built on the innovative spirit of a company focused on the future, exploring new applications and striving for technological advances.

Through the contribution of talented, self motivated employees, we expect to further penetrate new markets world wide and we firmly believe the future is ours!

Again, best wishes on your continued success!

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
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Galileo examined an assortment of magnifying lenses and asked, "What if..."

At Hewlett-Packard, we never stop asking, "What if..."

At the beginning of the 17th century, Galileo experimented with a new combination of magnifying lenses. He then used his discoveries to create an incredibly powerful telescope. A telescope that enabled him to closely observe the topography of the Earth's moon—and to discover four of Jupiter's moons. This quest to push the limits of existing knowledge—to always ask, "What if..."—underlies the innovative spirit at Hewlett-Packard. Our company is propelled forward by a staff of enterprising professionals from a diversity of backgrounds. Professionals whom we encourage and inspire to look at things from a different point of view. And where you'll find the support and resources necessary to help you reach your career objectives.

So take a new perspective on your career. Look to Hewlett-Packard.

Please send resumes to: Hewlett-Packard Company, P.O.Box 105005, Atlanta, GA 30348.

Hewlett-Packard Company is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
IN MEMORIAM

Jeffrey Palliser Bosomworth
Christopher Turner Caudle
Paul Richard Anthony Davoli
Fekadu Bedasso Desemo
Richard Eugene Griffin
Christopher E. Kuzela
Jason Edward Lepage
James Benjamin Sedgwick
John William Toretta

Noah W. Cox
Richard W. Fink
Robert C. Jeroslow
Robert Shreeves
EDITORS

Larry Naylor, Yearbook Advisor

Olin Padgett, Sports

Lee Purser, Greeks

David Best, Academics

Susan Volberding, Student Life

George Jones, Residence Halls
Dearest Mary,

This past year we have very much enjoyed the time we have spent taking your photo assignments. The satisfaction that we received was not dampened in the least by your occasional bitching. We are very sorry for the times when we were unable to get your photos taken on time and immensely sorry for the assignments which were missed altogether. Through your guidance we have been able to surmount such obstacles as lost film, double exposures and other bad things. Those of us fortunate enough to be graduating soon will dearly miss your friendly smile and cheerful disposition. The majority of us, however, will remain on the staff and sincerely look forward to yet another exciting year.

Love and kisses,
Mike and his roving band of photogs
1989 Blueprint Specifications

The 1989 BLUEPRINT was printed and bound by Taylor Publishing Company in Dallas, Texas. Printed on 80 pound Taylor enamel paper, offset lithography was used throughout the 576 page book. The press run was 7600 copies.

The cover was designed by the editor, the photo editor, the organizations and classes editor, and Dolores Landin and Larry Naylor of Taylor Publishing Company. The cover is a four-color lithocote printed background with a quarter-bound spine of black SMR material. Gold hot foil stamping was used for decoration on the cover. The endsheets are printed in PMS 343.

All halftones were produced using a 150 line elliptical dot screen. Color was reproduced by Taylor’s Hell Laser Scanner using a 150 line computerized dot screen printer from prints made by Meisel Photochrome Corp. of Atlanta, Georgia. Both color negatives and color transparencies, from which internegatives were made, were taken by the photo staff and made into commercial grade custom prints.

Classes portraits were taken by Southeastern Portraits of Forest Park, Georgia. Approximately 2900 students were photographed. Beauties pictures were taken by Dirk Botterbusch and Chris Tham, for judging by Elite Model Management of Atlanta, Georgia. Beauties pictures appearing in the BLUEPRINT were taken by Dirk Botterbusch on the Georgia Tech campus and by Chris Tham in the studios of Southeastern Portraits.

All type used in the book for headlines, body copy, captions, kickers, group identifications, folios and index is Times Roman.
1989 BLUEPRINT Photographers

CM — Chris May
MSM — Michael Moncrief, PHOTO EDITOR
NEWS BUREAU — Georgia Tech News Bureau

TO — Trippe O'Conor
DLP — David Pauli
CP — Chris Price
WP — Wally Proctor
JP — Joyce Furweno

CJG — Clemens Saur
SIS — Sharon Sievert
CT — Chris Thom
ET — Eden Thorpe
SDT — Scott Thomason
ZT — Zach Tyson
DW — Diane Vinski
DW — Don Walters

Photo Credits

The majority of the photos in the 1989 BLUEPRINT were taken by students or supplied by departments of Georgia Tech. The numbers below stand for page numbers and position numbers. The pictures are numbered by position starting in the upper left hand corner of the page, and clockwise from there.

212. AA — ALL
211. MSM — ALL
210. MSM — ALL
209. MSM — ALL
208. MSM — ALL
207. ZT — ALL
206. ZT — ALL
205. ZT — ALL
204. ZT — ALL
199. GPH — ALL
198. MSM — ALL
197. MSM — ALL
196. MSM — ALL
195. MSM — ALL
194. MSM — ALL
193. CT — 1; CS — 2
192. CS — ALL
191. MSM — ALL
189. MSM — ALL
188. MSM — ALL
187. MSM — ALL
186. CS — 1; CM — 2; MSM — 3
185. MSM — ALL
184. MSM — ALL
183. DO — ALL
182. BITSY — 1; CS — 2
181. MSM — ALL
180. MSM — ALL
179. ARCHIVES
178. MSM — ALL
177. MSM — ALL
176. MSM — ALL
175. CS — ALL
174. CS — 1; IL — 2
173. CS — 1; CLC — 2
172. CS — 1; DG — 2, 3
171. CS — ALL
170. CS — ALL
169. CS — ALL
168. CS — I; CT — 2
167. CS — I; CP — 2; CT — 3
166. CS — I; CT — 2; MSM — 3
165. CS — 1; CM — 2
164. MSM — ALL
163. MSM — ALL
162. SIS — ALL
161. MSM — ALL
160. MSM — ALL
159. MSM — ALL
158. MSM — ALL
157. MSM — ALL
156. MSM — ALL
155. DT — ALL
154. MSM — ALL
153. CT — ALL
152. MSM — ALL
151. MSM — ALL
150. MSM — ALL
149. MSM — ALL
148. MSM — ALL
147. MSM — ALL
146. MSM — ALL
145. MSM — ALL
144. MSM — ALL
143. MSM — ALL
142. MSM — ALL
141. CT — 1; MSM — 2; STAFF — 3
140. CT — ALL
139. MSM — ALL
138. MSM — ALL
137. MSM — ALL
136. MSM — ALL
135. MSM — ALL
134. MSM — ALL
133. MSM — ALL
132. MSM — ALL
131. MSM — ALL
130. MSM — ALL
129. MSM — ALL
128. MSM — ALL
127. MSM — ALL
126. MSM — ALL
125. MSM — ALL
124. MSM — ALL
123. MSM — ALL
122. MSM — ALL
121. MSM — ALL
120. MSM — ALL
119. MSM — ALL
118. MSM — ALL
117. MSM — ALL
116. MSM — ALL
115. MSM — ALL
114. MSM — ALL
113. MSM — ALL
112. MSM — ALL
111. MSM — ALL
110. MSM — ALL
109. MSM — ALL
108. MSM — ALL
107. MSM — ALL
106. MSM — ALL
105. MSM — ALL
104. MSM — ALL
103. MSM — ALL
102. MSM — ALL
101. MSM — ALL
100. MSM — ALL
99. MSM — ALL
98. MSM — ALL
97. MSM — ALL
96. MSM — ALL
95. MSM — ALL
94. MSM — ALL
93. MSM — ALL
92. MSM — ALL
91. MSM — ALL
90. MSM — ALL
89. MSM — ALL
88. MSM — ALL
87. MSM — ALL
86. MSM — ALL
85. MSM — ALL
84. MSM — ALL
83. MSM — ALL
82. MSM — ALL
81. MSM — ALL
80. MSM — ALL
79. MSM — ALL
78. MSM — ALL
77. MSM — ALL
76. MSM — ALL
75. MSM — ALL
74. MSM — ALL
73. MSM — ALL
72. MSM — ALL
71. MSM — ALL
70. MSM — ALL
69. MSM — ALL
68. MSM — ALL
67. MSM — ALL
66. MSM — ALL
65. MSM — ALL
64. MSM — ALL
63. MSM — ALL
62. MSM — ALL
61. MSM — ALL
60. MSM — ALL
59. MSM — ALL
58. MSM — ALL
57. MSM — ALL
56. MSM — ALL
55. MSM — ALL
54. MSM — ALL
53. MSM — ALL
52. MSM — ALL
51. MSM — ALL
50. MSM — ALL
49. MSM — ALL
48. MSM — ALL
47. MSM — ALL
46. MSM — ALL
45. MSM — ALL
44. MSM — ALL
43. MSM — ALL
42. MSM — ALL
41. MSM — ALL
40. MSM — ALL
39. MSM — ALL
38. MSM — ALL
37. MSM — ALL
36. MSM — ALL
35. MSM — ALL
34. MSM — ALL
33. MSM — ALL
32. MSM — ALL
31. MSM — ALL
30. MSM — ALL
29. MSM — ALL
28. MSM — ALL
27. MSM — ALL
26. MSM — ALL
25. MSM — ALL
24. MSM — ALL
23. MSM — ALL
22. MSM — ALL
21. MSM — ALL
20. MSM — ALL
19. MSM — ALL
18. MSM — ALL
17. MSM — ALL
16. MSM — ALL
15. MSM — ALL
14. MSM — ALL
13. MSM — ALL
12. MSM — ALL
11. MSM — ALL
10. MSM — ALL
9. MSM — ALL
8. MSM — ALL
7. MSM — ALL
6. MSM — ALL
5. MSM — ALL
4. MSM — ALL
3. MSM — ALL
2. MSM — ALL
1. MSM — ALL

List of photographers...

...continued...
"I was thinking of maybe running razor blades under my fingernails for relaxation after this." — Eric

You know, it was one of those years. There were times of enthusiasm and times of apathy. To be truthful, sometimes I thought that this book would never be ready in time for the spring delivery. I guess that all past editors have thought the same thing, though, so why should I have felt any different. Considering the situation we started with, however, everything turned out pretty well. After losing all but one section editor from the 1988 staff, I was really frantic in September. Giving section editor positions to freshmen is just not done, but I did it — I had to. Miracle of miracles, everyone came through for me, and I will always be grateful. I want to thank the entire staff, including all the photogs, especially those who performed above and beyond the call. Without you, the nights would have been a lot longer and none of us would have gotten as much sleep as we did. Although the entire year was memorable, a few things do stand out.

Susan — What an artist you became! I think you were holding out on me. I've never seen the Student Life section run so smoothly and get finished so quickly. Thanks for everything — I've really enjoyed working with you. Please stick with it.

Lee — I don't really know what to say. One deadline you were going on vacation and the next you were finished early. I don't know how it all got finished, but thank God it did. Thanks for putting up with all my anti-Greek and anti-male comments. You know I didn't mean it (?)

Tonya and George — You two were a really unlikely pair. I never saw you and then suddenly, your section was finished. Y'all did a great job without much supervision and finishing during the second deadline was a real help. Thanks!

Olin — You showed more dedication and responsibility than I ever could have expected. Your section is a really difficult one and you handled it very well. I appreciate all those trips to the AA, and all your other hard hours of work so much. Thanks for never complaining and never letting me down.

David — And you thought you couldn't do it. I knew that with a few ideas and a good push you would be a great section editor. In my opinion, Academics has never looked better or been more interesting. Your copy is outstanding. I think that you gained something from this year and I hope that you agree.

Mary — Can you believe it! It's finally finished. You were a lifesaver all year long. Your sections look great. It was really nice to see someone take some time with organizations and give those groups something for their money. Although you were relentless at times, you got the job done and your help to me was invaluable. Dallas was great. Bowling was great. I can actually function on a word processor now, too, even though I am still not computer friendly. No matter what happens, please continue.

There is one person who shares all credit for this book — Mike Moncrief. Mike, you are really a great guy. Your long hours in the darkroom were necessary, but your long hours listening to me gripe weren't. Thanks. I think we managed to make a pretty nice book and I hope you agree. I wish you and Bitsy all the best and I know that life will be wonderful for both of you. There are three other people I want to specifically thank. Larry Naylor is a man without whom a BLUEPRINT would never reach completion. Larry, I remember three years ago when I was scared to even ask you a question — we've come a long way. Thank you so much for everything, advising me book-wise and personally. I'm glad that I didn't let you down, and I hope that you stick around for many years to come. Dean Kohler, thanks for all your help and advice, and thanks for being so patient. I know it took me a while to learn the routine. Finally, and most importantly, I want to thank my Mom, Melissa Thorpe. Every time I said I couldn't do it, you said I could. Your faith in me for my entire life has been so amazing, I can't even begin to thank you for it. You are the main reason I got this book finished, and I hope that you enjoy it.

Creating this yearbook has been a hard job for many people and I hope that it is enjoyed by students, faculty, alumni and friends for many years to come. Thanks again, and try to remember not to take life too seriously. Children have the right idea. When they look up all they see is a beautiful blue sky.

Eden L. Thorpe, Editor